
ADS 651 is the world's only seeding machine with a clamp width of 10.7 meters with turbo-blades (col-

ters), which has the seeding frames spaced-apart, which makes it possible to seed on any background 

and the number of crop residues, including corn and sunflower. This machine will significantly reduce 

the costs of seed time and shorten its terms, increasing the labor e�ciency and cost e�ectiveness.

ADS 651
AIR DRILL SEEDER

SPECIFICATIONS OPTIONS ADDITIONAL OPTIONS 

Grasp width, m

Number of rows, pcs.

Inter-row spacing, cm

Seed tank capacity, l

Fertilizer tank capacity, l

Weight, kg

Tractor power, hp

Transportation width, m

Transportation height, m

Tank support wheels, pcs.

Row unit support wheels, pcs.

Dura-Fluted direct seeding cutters

Double disc colters on a 
parallelogram frame

Shanks-packers for seeds

Double covering wheels with 
trapezoidal section

Gearboxes for spreading rates 
selection

Seeding control system

Feeding auger

Hydraulic markers

Set of weighting agents

Set for small-seeded crops 
seeding

Set for legume crops seeding

Video monitoring  

Lighting

Liquid fertilizer spreading 
system
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1 Turbine generates a powerful airflow, which, thanks to seed drill tubes of the same length, is evenly distributed between all the colters, 
which allows obtaining ideal seedlings.

Seeds and fertilizers spreading standards are regulated by variators with stepless adjustment from 1 to 650 kilograms.  

Replaceable dispenser shafts allow seeding of any fraction, from small-seeded to large ones, such as peas and beans.

Seed and fertilizer bunker, with a volume of 10,000 liters, is divided into 2 parts in a proportion of 40 to 60 percent.

Row unit chassis - 12 wheels allow to use the seeding machine qualitatively in conditions of low ground density.

ADS 651 colters are arranged in 2 rows, what allows seeding of a large number of crop residues of corn, sunflower and other crops 
without the risk of blockage and work stop.

Depth control is carried out by covering wheels. Double covering wheels have a 3 level approach angle adjustment, which allows 
avoiding problems when working on any background. A-line shape with polyurethane edges is chosen for less adhesion when working 
on wet soil.

A shank-packer for seeds, installed inside the colter, ensures good seed contact with soil. Provides ideal operation at any humidity. 
Ensures quality and proportional seedling

Double-disk colter puts the seeds at a specified depth. Colter support rhomboid design ensures that the field roughness is copied 
within a range of 25 centimeters.

A direct seeding cutter (turbo blade, colter) ensures an ideal cutting of any crop residues, conducts soil microprocessing and creates 
a quality seedbed on the seeding line. Dura-Fluted cutter type has a narrower shape, which minimizes the earth extraction.

Seeding frames pressure is regulated by spring compression in 2 positions,  and also by locks and screws on hydraulic-cylinder rods.
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